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AUSTRIA

1. Quality of public services is an important condition for the competitiveness for each
national economy. Quality and quantity of human capital are important conditions for quality of
public services.

Entrepreneurship assesses total environment before deciding on investments. The investment ratio
determines the prosperity of a society. Decisions on investments are highly influenced by the quality of
public services, such as promptness and reliability of sovereign acts, tax burden, knowledge and traffic
infrastructure. Governmental decisions, in this sense, do have implications on entrepreneurship decisions.
The quality of governmental decisions is at least influenced by the quality of consultants and
administrators.

The quantity of public employment has an important influence on tax burden. The tax ratio is seen as much
too high in Austria. Down-sizing programmes for the state sector, especially within the federation have
been running for many years now. On the one hand, productivity is being increased by employing less
personnel in charge of equal or increased work load. On the other hand, lots of former public utilities and
agencies were hived off. Some of them have since been privatised, like telecommunications or state press.
Museums, statistics, unemployment services, ICT-matters and real estate are run as federation-owned
corporations or companies.

Agencies that have been hived off:

•  mint;
•  state press;
•  zoos;
•  railways;
•  post and telecommunications;
•  river maintenance;
•  unemployment service;
•  environment investigation;
•  real estate;
•  Institute for Testing and Research;
•  museums;
•  banking co-operation;
•  theatres;
•  agricultural research;
•  federal ICT-centre;
•  Statistics Austria;
•  Spanish horse-riding school.
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Further agencies and tasks will be hived off according to government programmes. As far as number of
personnel is concerned, universities are the biggest organisations to be hived off.

Further hive offs planned:

•  car garages (police);
•  uniform procurement and administration;
•  national library;
•  Institute for Meteorology;
•  historical gardens;
•  Academy for Administration;
•  Institute for Calibration and Surveying;
•  universities;
•  Federal Loyer Office;
•  banking and insurance supervision;
•  several institutes for agriculture, forestry, water, consumer protection.

Not only are agencies being hived off but so are supporting tasks such as purchasing departments of all
ministries and agencies or car garages of the police force. Accounting departments and libraries, for
example, will be merged. Electronic files and other up-to-date electronic systems for accounting and
human resources will replace paper and personnel.

A new distribution of tasks between the federation and Länder, as well as e-government, should give better
public services to citizens and reduce public employment. A review and renewal of legislation to drop
abandoned regulations should serve entrepreneurship and reduce demand on manpower in the
administration. Administrative processes will be re-engineered and streamlined. Some more former
services will be cancelled. Some services will be bought or hired instead of produced.

Federal Employment
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From 2000 to 2003, federal employment is planned to decrease from 167 000 to 152 000 and a further
25 000 jobs will be cut after that period. Under the condition of good respectively-achieved results, the
next tax reform can take place. To cut a long story short, quality and quantity of public employment is a
very important issue for the prosperity of a society.

2. In recruiting and retaining high quality employees, public employers are in competition
with free enterprises.

According to the situation in the labour market, it is easy or difficult to recruit and to retain employees for
public employers. In Austria, unemployment rates have been rather high in the last couple of years, at least
as far as Austrian standards are concerned. Therefore, it was possible to recruit the best candidates.
Regardless, a low number of people have been employed within the last few years.

A staff reduction programme is going on and will continue for the next few years. So demand for new
employees is still low. One of the results of staff reductions in federal employment during recent years has
been a change in the age structure.

The average age of employees has increased by more than 2.5 years within the last 10 years. Supply of
labour and unemployment rates went down significantly last year. Since the demand of public employers is
still low, it is difficult to recruit for special skills. Forecasts on labour market supply and demand are
warning. Within three to five years, demand on the workforce will have a lake of approximately 5%.
Within the next five years, 15% of federal employees will retire. These numbers are covered in the down-
sizing programme. After this period, retireees will have to be replaced and public employers will have to
recruit relevantly.

Age structure
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In the past it was a case for entering public service to have workplace safety. Additionally, high pensions
and perhaps less stress in daily work affected the decisions. Consequently, candidates accepted rather low
salaries. But, studies showed that life-long incomes – salaries and pensions together – of civil servants and
employees in free enterprises were the same indeed.

Based on this realisation and the assumption that the attractiveness of salaries is important for recruiting
and retaining young employees, salary systems are being reformed. For starting cohorts, salaries increase
and decrease for the years before retirement. Additionally, civil servants’ pensions are cut by taking over
the common pension system as far as the method of calculation is concerned. Instead of taking the last
salary as basis for the pension, in the future, the best 18 years will be the basis. The transformation of the
system is undertaken step-by-step starting with the year 2003 with two years and adding one year yearly.
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Regarding questions of financing pensions, the retirement age was increased by one and a half years. The
reduction percentage for early retirement was increased from two to 3%. Running parallel to that, early
retirement plans were established for certain agencies. Employees affected by hiving off decisions can
leave early when accepting a reduction of 20% for the years up to regular retirement. For the first time, the
employer can pension civil servants ex offo before the age of 65. Up to the year 2008, teachers can retire
starting at the age of 55 when accepting a permanent 4% reduction in pension.

The intention of greater mobility between government service and free enterprises as well as the perception
that sovereign employment does not go hand in hand with a serving government service anymore, another
important decision was to employ less civil servants and more contractual personnel. Salaries for
contractual personnel are higher than those of civil servants, at least for the first half of working lifetime.
Employees recruited as contractual can become civil servants in the first five years and up to the age of 40
only. Top management posts being closed for contractual personnel in the past are now open.

Individual contracts are becoming more common when dealing with requirements for special skills. For
certain demands personnel is rather hired instead of employed.

Attractiveness of government service is not covered by monetary items only. To offer fringe benefits is not
regarded as a proper solution for public employment. Alternatively, a package of working conditions has
been prepared or is still in discussion.

Working hours are in a transformation process. A high percentage of female employees and more and more
males are interested in flexible working time. Sabbatical leave is in a testing phase just as differing
working hours per week. Flexible working hours per day have been common for a couple of ministries and
agencies for decades. Now flexible working hours per day shall get priority.

Performance-oriented bonuses shall become more common especially for employees working in agencies
testing global budgeting. Regarding staff reductions, part of the savings can be used for better salaries for
the remaining personnel. Quality awards and benchmarking should stimulate competition and increase the
attractiveness of public employment.

Leading by missions and management by objectives is in a rolling-out process. Following the overall
missions for the single public services in Austria, ministries and agencies formulate their own missions.
Decision-making is no longer an issue for heads only. Delegation is becoming more and more a reality.
Working in teams is not pure declaration anymore but becoming a part of every day life.

Information and communication is recognised as very important for motivation and attractiveness. Intranet
and Internet are used intensively to inform on lessons learned and for chat rooms. E-learning and both
electronic and physical workshops are in preparation. Government service rather often has a special
wording and has a technocrat appearance. Wording should be a broad field of change and development.

For many candidates and employees, good training has more importance than the amount of money
offered. Training programmes are being reviewed. Training shall be more demand- and career-oriented in
the future. Following the goal of mobility between public service and free enterprises, more common
knowledge development shall take place than transfer of special governmental knowledge. It is a challenge
for public employers to keep employees competitive at the labour market.
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Traineeships for government employees in other member countries of the European Union, as well as in
free enterprises, do have some tradition in Austria. These programmes shall be enforced. Additionally,
trainee programmes for graduates are under discussion.

3. Special public services are in competition with private services. The low quality of these
public services might lead to their cancellation.

Services which have been produced within the public service for a long time lead employees to the belief
that things can never change. Reality has shown more than once that this trust is wrong.

Looking at the long list of “hive offs” does tell employees that many services can be produced by
companies or corporations either. The political decision to hive off in some cases might have been not only
the mission of reducing governmental interference or to ensure a more economic-oriented business. In
some cases, unsatisfactory citizen orientation or poor performance or high costs might have led to the
decision.

Anyway, agencies and their public employees should be aware that they are in competition with
entrepreneurship. Lack of supply at the moment does not ensure that things might not change. For
example, a couple of years ago, there was no supply on particular consulting engineering offices in Austria.
Shortly after not employing these specialists anymore relevant consulting engineering offices were
founded. Entrepreneurship includes keeping a sharp eye on developments. Supply is very quickly offered if
somewhere in someway discontentment is considerable.


